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Abstract

The in situ measurements of the Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer (GPMS) were expected to constrain the abundances of the clou
forming condensible volatile gases: H2O, H2S, and NH3. However, since the probe entry site (PES) was an unusually dry meteorolo
system—a 5-µm hotspot—the measured condensible volatile abundances did not follow the canonical condensation-limited vertical profiles
of equilibrium cloud condensation models (ECCMs) such as Weidenschilling and Lewis (1973, Icarus 20, 465–476). Instead, the mixing ratios
of H2S and NH3 increased with depth, finally reaching well-mixed equilibration levels at pressures far greater than the lifting condensation
levels, whereas the mixing ratio of H2O in the deep well-mixed atmosphere could not be measured. The deep NH3 mixing ratio (with respect
to H2) of (6.64± 2.54) × 10−4 from 8.9–11.7 bar GPMS data is consistent with the NH3 profile from probe-to-orbiter signal attenuatio
(Folkner et al., 1998, J. Geophys. Res. 103,22847–22856), which had an equilibration level of about 8 bar. The GPMS deep atmosphe
H2S mixing ratio of(8.9 ± 2.1) × 10−5 is the only measurement of Jupiter’s sulfur abundance, with a PES equilibration level somewhere
between 12 and 15.5 bar. The deepest water mixing ratio measurement is(4.9± 1.6) × 10−4 (corresponding to only about 30% of the so
abundance) at 17.6–20.9 bar, a value that is probably much smaller than Jupiter’s bulk water abundance. The15N/14N ratio in jovian NH3
was measured at(2.3± 0.3) × 10−3 and may provide the best estimate of the protosolar nitrogen isotopic ratio. The GPMS methane
ratio is (2.37± 0.57) × 10−3; although methane does not condense on Jupiter, we include its updated analysis in this report bec
the condensible volatiles, it was presumably broughtto Jupiter in icy planetesimals. Our detailed discussion of calibration and error analysi
supplements previously reported GPMS measurements of condensible volatile mixing ratios (Niemann et al., 1998, J. Geophys. Res
22831–22846; Atreya et al., 1999, Planet. Space Sci. 47, 1243–1262; Atreya et al., 2003, Planet. Space Sci. 51, 105–112) and
isotopic ratio (Owen et al., 2001b, Astrophys. J. Lett. 553, L77–L79). The approximately three times solar abundance of NH3 (along with
CH4 and H2S) is consistent with enrichment of Jupiter’s atmosphere by icy planetesimals formed at temperatures< 40 K (Owen et al., 1999
Nature 402 (6759), 269–270), but would imply that H2O should be at least 3× solar as well. An alternate model, using clathrate hydrate
deliver the nitrogen component to Jupiter, predicts O/H � 9×solar (Gautier et al., 2001, Astrophys. J. 550 (2), L227–L230). Finally we s
that the measured condensible volatile vertical profiles in the PES are consistent with column-stretching or entraining downdraft scenario
only if the basic state (the pre-stretched column or the entrainment source region) is described by condensible volatile vertical profiles th
are drier than those in the equilibrium cloud condensation models. This dryness is supported by numerous remote sensing results but
to disagree with observations of widespread clouds on Jupiter at pressure levels predicted by equilibrium cloud condensation models
ammonia and H2S.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Galileo probe’s in situ measurements provide
unique opportunity to sample Jupiter’s atmosphere be
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the cloud tops. In this paper we focus on the contributio
Galileo Probe Mass Spectrometer (GPMS) data to our un
standing of the distribution of several of Jupiter’s princi
minor species: methane and the condensible volatiles
monia, water, and hydrogen sulfide. The bulk abunda
of these gases are crucial constraints on the formatio
Jupiter. Our methane mixing ratio agrees with previous s
troscopic measurements, and our 9–12 bar NH3 mixing ra-
tio confirms the approximately three times solar ammo
retrieved at that level from studies of the probe radio
nal attenuation. No bulk abundance of H2S has ever bee
obtained from remote sensing, so the GPMS measure
provides the only determination of Jupiter’s sulfur ab
dance to date. The probe entry site (PES) was within a 5
hotspot, an atypical region of Jupiter’s atmosphere wh
characteristics include reduced cloud opacity and conde
ble volatile mixing ratios. The variation in GPMS-deriv
H2S and H2O mixing ratios at depths far below the e
pected cloud levels for these gases yields one of the
mary clues in the mystery of 5-µm hotspot dynamics.
nally, we describe the analysis of GPMS data that prov
the jovian N15/N14 isotopic ratio presented inOwen et al.
(2001b), a value that is consistent with measurements by
(Fouchet et al., 2000)and Cassini CIRS(Abbas et al., 2004
Fouchet et al., 2004).

In Section 2we present our method of analysis of GPM
mixing ratios, with a full discussion of the sources of u
certainty in the data. The presentation of gas mixing ra
in Section 2represents an incremental improvement o
previously-reported GPMS results, with the primary con
butions coming from the more thorough error analysis
scribed inSections 2.1–2.2, and a comprehensive correcti
for gas background contributions for water and ammo
Niemann et al. (1998)(hereafter N98) gave the initial anal
sis of the GPMS data, and a detailed comparison betw
the present results and the N98 mixing ratios is given inSec-
tion 2.3.

Section 2.4describes our determination of the15N/14N
isotopic ratio. We use GPMS measurements of14NH++

3 and
15NH++

3 at mass/charge values of 8.5 and 9 m/z, respec-
tively (where m is in units of Dalton and z= 1 for a singly
charged ion), since the primary peak of15NH3 at mass 18 is
masked by the signal from H2O. The GPMS determinatio
of 15N/14N is in excellent agreement with the most rec
remote sensing results from the Cassini Composite Infr
Spectrometer(Fouchet et al., 2004; Abbas et al., 2004)but
samples deeper in the atmosphere. Our concluding rem
in Section 3support the conclusion ofOwen et al. (2001b
that the jovian atmosphere has preserved the protosola
trogen isotopic ratio, a somewhat lower value than the ra
on terrestrial planets. The GPMS confirmed and/or disc
ered an approximately 3 times solar enrichment of nitrog
sulfur, carbon, xenon, krypton, and argon, providing a
constraint on theories of the formation of Jupiter and the
ant planets. In particular, the nitrogen and argon enrichm
present a puzzle, because the enrichment requires the
-

-

t

-

s

-

es

to be present in the planetesimals that formed Jupiter in s
abundance, but neither nitrogen as N2 (probably the domi-
nant carrier) nor argon are efficiently trapped in ice at
relatively warm (140 K) temperature at 5 AU in the proto
lar nebula. Finally, we compare measured PES conden
volatile vertical profiles with column-stretching or entra
ing downdraft model results, and based on this comp
son we conclude that condensible volatile profiles canno
solely controlled by condensation as in theWeidenschilling
and Lewis (1973)equilibrium cloud model, a conclusion th
applies to the surroundings of the PES as well as to
PES itself. Additional mechanisms for modifying conde
sible volatile mixing ratios must be invoked, perhaps incl
ing molecular weight stratification as suggested byGuillot
(1995).

2. Analysis

Previous GPMS publications have described the ins
mentation(Niemann et al., 1992; 1996), earlier data analysi
(Niemann et al., 1996, 1998; Mahaffy et al., 1999), 15N/14N
isotopic ratio(Owen et al., 2001b), and uncertainty esti
mates(Wong, 2001). We present an overview of GPM
data analysis considerations inSections 2.1 and 2.2that are
relevant to the results presented inSection 2.3, noting ad-
vances provided in this paper. Although GPMS data ana
is not computationally or mathematically complex, me
ulous care must be taken to properly account for dist
instrumental and physical effects. Most of the discuss
here centers on the portions of the GPMS experiment tha
rectly sampled Jupiter’s atmosphere: the direct leak 1 (D
and direct leak 2 (DL2a and DL2b) sequences.Figure 1
shows the timing of mass spectrometer experiments du
the probe descent, along with ambient temperature and
sure measurements fromSeiff et al. (1998).

2.1. GPMS error analysis

The GPMS measured counts per integration pe
(counts IP−1) of all molecules, molecular fragments, a
atoms at atomic mass-to-charge ratios from 2 to 150 m/z.
For a mass-to-charge ratio ofx m/z, we denote the mea
sured counts per integration period as[x]. In order to dis-
tinguish between the effect of changes in abundance
the effect of changes in pressure on a particular count
we also require the counts per integration period, [ref]
an atmospheric reference gas (N98). Then the number
ing ratio with respect to hydrogen,wsp, of the atmospheri
species can be derived using the relation

(1)wsp= nsp

nH2

= ccsp
x/ref

[x]
[ref] ≡ ccsp

x/ref[x/ref],
where cc is called the calibration constant for historical r
sons (even though it actually varies with pressure for s
gases), and [x/ref] denotes the count ratio[x]/[ref]. Cali-
bration constants are obtained from experiments perfor
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tep is
n
(C)
Fig. 1. GPMS experimental sequence. The source sampled by the mass spectrometer is shown in (A), as a function of sequence step number (G; each s
0.5 sec). Enrichment experiment events are shown in (D), (E), and (F), whereremoval of much of the hydrogen from thesampled gas allowed the detectio
limit for various heavier gases to be substantially decreased (seeNiemann et al., 1992, 1998, for more information). Descent pressure (B) and temperature
profiles are taken fromSeiff et al. (1998).
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using either the GPMS flight unit (FU) in 1985 before t
launch of Galileo, or the experimental unit (EU), an identi
spare instrument that is currently still functioning at NAS
GSFC. Calibration constants for methane, ammonia, H2S,
and water are discussed below. Fits to the calibration dat
showed a dependence on pressure for ccH2S

34/ref and ccH2O
18/ref.

For ammonia, ccNH3
17/ref was found to be constant with pre

sure, although some variation was seen as a function o
ammonia mole fraction in the calibration gas mixture. C
ibration constants are derived from calibration experim
count ratios and mixing ratios via the formula:

(2)ccsp
x/ref ≡

[ref]
[x]

∣
∣
∣
∣
lab

nsp

rref

∣
∣
∣
∣
lab

nref

nH2

∣
∣
∣
∣
Jup

Estimation of GPMS mixing ratio uncertainties involv
combining several distinct error contributions from eve
factor in Eqs. (1) and (2). We discuss each source of u
certainty individually below.

A separate background count rate was subtracted for
value of the mass to charge ratio in the GPMS data. In
der to measure this background contribution, measurem
were taken at specific intervals during the probe desc
with the mass spectrometer isolated from all gas sou
(denoted as “bkgnd” inFig. 1; see alsoWong, 2001). For
[34], the main peak of H2S, a constant background lev
was subtracted, but for water, ammonia, and methane, e
nentially decaying contributionswere subtracted. The unce
tainty in this background level contributes to the error both
GPMS descent count ratios as well as in calibration ex
-

iment count ratios, but is significant mainly for gases w
large exponentially decaying background contributions s
as ammonia and water, and gases with very low count r
of on the order of 100 counts IP−1 or less.

Poisson-distributed statistical noise, with a theoret
measurement uncertainty equal to the square root of
counting rate, is significant mainly for data in the range
100 counts IP−1 or less. In the GPMS, the statistical u
certainty departs from the Poisson distribution and reache
an approximately constant value of 0.49% at high coun
rates, but at these high count rates, statistical noise is b
the smallest source of uncertainty.

At high count rates (see below), the uncertainty in
deadtime correction constant,τ , becomes an importan
source of error. An equation commonly used to provid
deadtime correction for pulse counting systems,

(3)[x]obs= [x]ine−τ [x]in,
was found to well represent the behavior of the GPMS
counting detector system, where[x]in are ions incident on
the detector and[x]obs are the observed counts. This dea
time effect is a result of the finite recovery time of the pu
counting system; during the recovery “deadtime” any
coming ions are not counted (seeFig. 2). At high detector
ion currents, an appreciable fraction of the counts will be
during the detector deadtime. As the incident ions cont
ally increase, observed counts will reach a maximum (at
detector saturation point) and then begin to decrease.Equa-
tion (3)can be differentiated and solved forτ in terms of the
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Fig. 2. Illustration of pulse pile-up that contributes to the loss of dete
tor efficiency at high count rates. The current pulse produced for eac
reaching the detector is converted to a voltage pulse by the pulse am
circuit and measured by a threshold detector. For those cases where t
nal does not drop below this threshold (horizontal dashed line) at high
currents, the ion pulse is not counted.Equation (3)corrects for this effect.

observed counts at detector saturation max([x]obs):

(4)τ = 1

e · max([x]obs)
.

Thus any mass spectrometer dataset that exhibits det
saturation can yield an estimate of the deadtime cons
which has units of IP counts−1. The GPMS had a 0.5-se
integration period.

The detector deadtime characteristics are different fo
every detector, so it is essential to determine the ap
priate deadtime correction for a given detector using d
taken from that same detector. In addition, some labora
experiments demonstrated a change in the deadtime co
tion over time. For the flight unit, two datasets are use
determine the appropriate correction. In the proto-flight
periment (PFU) conducted in the laboratory before laun
[2] approached a maximum of 10,788,864 counts IP−1. Near
11 bar in the probe descent, interpolation of [2] data in
cate a maximum of 8,520,851 counts IP−1. For correcting
flight-unit data, we use the mean of the deadtime const
calculated from these count maxima and use the differe
as an estimate of the 2-σ uncertainty in the result, i.e
τ = 3.86× 10−8 with a 1-σ uncertainty of 12%.

Since implementing the deadtime correction involves
merically solvingEq. (3), we have no analytical expressi
for the uncertainty in a countratio resulting from uncer
tainty in the deadtime coefficient. Rather, in order to estim
the relative errorσCR in the deadtime-corrected count ra
[x/ref]′ due to a change�τ in the deadtime coefficientτ ,
we take the following approach:

(5)σCR ≡ [x/ref]′τ − [x/ref]′τ+�τ

′ ,
[x/ref]τ
-

r
,

-

Fig. 3. Contours show the uncertainty in GPMS count ratio[x/ref] as a
bivariate function of[x] and [ref], due to the uncertainty in the deadtim
coefficient, assuming a deadtime coefficient ofτm = (3.86± 0.46)×10−8.

where the deadtime coefficient used to correct each coun
tio is indicated as eitherτ or τ + �τ . Figure 3shows a plot
of the quantityσCR as a bivariate function of uncorrecte
count rates[x] and [ref], for an uncertainty ofστ = 12%
and τ = 3.86× 10−8. Note that as [ref] increases towar
the asymptote located at 9.5× 106, the uncertainty increase
rapidly. This asymptote is the maximum in observed cou
corresponding to the deadtime constant chosen; using
ferent values ofτ will move the location of the asymptot
Using different values ofστ will change the scale on the co
tours. Regardless of the values ofτ andστ , the lowest errors
caused by deadtime uncertainty occur either when the c
ratio is close to unity (the diagonal white stripe inFig. 3),
or when uncorrected count rates are low (i.e.,[x] � 5 × 106

counts IP−1).
Neutral molecules entering the mass spectrometer

ionized by an electron beam, with most molecules split
into fragments and producing peaks at several different m
to charge ratios. Mass interference can be a problem w
multiple gases have peaks at the same mass.Figure 4shows
the overlapping mass spectraof ammonia, water, methan
and argon, with the primary peak of each gas normal
to unity. Data for these spectra were obtained in EU exp
ments, and both the experiments and the GPMS Jupiter
presented here used an ionization energy of 75 eV. The
mentation patterns inFig. 4 are molecular properties th
theoretically should be a function only of the energy of
ionizing electron beam. A mass spectrum of a gas samp
containing water, ammonia, methane, and argon will b
linear combination of the fragmentation patterns inFig. 4,
and can be represented algebraically as:

[16]CH4 + γ [17]NH3 + δ[18]H2O = [16],
β[16]CH4 + [17]NH3 + α[18]H2O = [17],

(6)η[36] + [18]H2O = [18],
where for example [17] represents observed counts at m/z=
17, and[17]NH3 are the corrected counts due only to amm
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rgon
Fig. 4. Normalized mass spectrum of water, ammonia, methane, and argon, asa function of mass-to-charge ratio. Data sources are EU experiments (a,
water, ammonia) and the NIST MSDB v4.5 (methane). Fractions labeled by Greek letters correspond to constants used inEqs. (6) and (7).
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nia. Then solving for the corrected counts[17]NH3 in terms
of the splittingfractions and the observed counts yields:

(7)[17]NH3 = [17] − β[16] − (α − βδ)([18] − η[36])
1− βγ

.

In the EU experiment which was used to determine
methane fragmentation pattern, splitting fraction meas
ments had standard deviations ranging from 0.6 to 2.
Comparing fragmentation patterns obtained from both
GPMS EU and the MSDB v4.5 (NIST/EPA/NIH Mass Spe
tral Database, version 4.5, 1994, Gaithersburg MD: U.S.
partment of Commerce) reveals differences for many g
on the order of 10%. In fact, for many molecules the MS
contains fragmentation pattern records obtained by di
ent laboratories, and 0–10% discrepancies in fragmenta
pattern values are typical. However, since the GPMS
perimental unit and flight units were very similar, we
not expect such a large difference between the fragme
tion patterns they produce. Thus for fragmentation patte
used in this analysis, we assume an average relative u
tainty for all splitting fractions of 5% (e.g.,σβ = 0.05β).
This assumed uncertainty is an intermediate case betw
the 0.6–2.9% standard deviation of methane splitting frac
tions in the EU, and the differences on the order of 1
from instrument to instrument as seen in the MSDB.

2.2. GPMS calibration constants

One of the primary sources of uncertainty in every GP
mixing ratio is the calibration constant, defined inEqs. (1)
and (2). Laboratory calibration experiments discussed h
were done between 1996 and 2000, using the flight s
experimental unit. Calibration constant data are show
Figs. 5 through 8. Calibration constants for each gas u
der consideration will be discussed separately below. In e
plot in Figs. 5 through 8, they-axis is calibration constan
-

-

and thex-axis is pressure in the laboratory gas circulat
system. Lines connect calibration constant values that w
taken in a single calibration experimental run. The fitted c
ibration constants, which we use in the final GPMS mix
ratio analyses, are depicted as thick black lines, with l
shading indicating the 1-σ uncertainty envelope in the fitte
calibration constants. Vertical shaded stripes labeled “DL
“DL2a,” and “DL2b” represent the pressure ranges in
calibration runs corresponding to the intervals of probe d
that directly sampled the jovian atmosphere (seeFig. 1). In
Table 1, details of the individual calibration runs are pr
sented. In experiments listed inTable 1as following a de-
scent simulation, pressure was increased over time. In ea
experiments (no descent simulation), laboratory gas p
sures decreased with time.

Figure 5shows calibration data for methane, which
measure using both the[16/4] (panels (A) and (B)) and
[13/4] (panels (C) and (D)) count ratios. For direct leak
(panels (A) and (C)), methanecalibration constants exhib
an initial decrease with pressure/time, followed by a m
constant phase. To obtain the final DL1 calibration consta
we averaged only the last several points of each calibra
run, to reduce the influence of the low-pressure trans
effect. For the DL2 data however (panels (B) and (D)),
served calibration constants were largely constant, so al
tapoints were included in the final average. We first obtai
an average calibration constant for each individual calib
tion run, and then took the mean of these averages to
the final value. Then the standard deviations in the final
erages reflect the variation in the calibration constants f
experiment to experiment, providing the best estimate of
uncertainty in the calibration constants. We find ccCH4

16/4 =
(1.38± 0.21) × 10−2 in DL1 and(1.20± 0.22) × 10−2 in
DL2, and ccCH4

13/4 = 0.428± 0.084 in DL1 and 0.469± 0.099
in DL2.
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or DL2
n eac
Fig. 5. GPMS calibration constants for methane as a function of pressure in the laboratory gas handling system. Panels (A) and (B) show calibration constants
for the [16/4]; panels (C) and (D) are for[13/4] calibration. Panels (A) and (C) apply to direct leak 1 (DL1) measurements; panels (B) and (D) are f
measurements. Dark shaded regions, labeled DL1, DL2a, and DL2b, show pressures corresponding to the GPMS descent data. Solid horizontal lines ih
panel show average calibration constants, and the light shaded areas show theuncertainty in this average, presuming that the scatter is entirely dueto an
unknown systematic effect on the calibration experiments that affects each individual experiment coherently.

Fig. 6. GPMS calibration constants for hydrogen sulfide, for direct leak 2 data. Squares show data from experiment EU-961123 (Table 1), and triangles show
data from experiment EU-961129. Panel (A)shows calibration constants for the[34/4] count ratio; panel (B) is for[34/13] calibration.
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Table 1
Calibration experiments

Experiment Gas mole fraction Calibration
constants

Leaks Descent
simulationH2 He CH4 NH3 H2O H2S

EU-001006 8.63× 10−1 1.31× 10−1 2.16× 10−3 4.81× 10−4 0 CH4, NH3 2 yes
EU-000808 8.58× 10−1 1.43× 10−1 1.77× 10−3 4.26× 10−4 0 CH4, NH3 1, 2 yes
EU-000630 8.63× 10−1 1.305× 10−1 2.06× 10−3 2.42× 10−4 0 CH4, NH3 1, 2 yes
EU-990513 8.62× 10−1 1.35× 10−1 1.83× 10−3 2.10× 10−4 2.08× 10−5 0 CH4, NH3 1, 2 yes
EU-990428 8.60× 10−1 1.36× 10−1 1.80× 10−3 2.30× 10−4 2.07× 10−5 0 CH4 1, 2 yes
EU-970630L1 8.71× 10−1 1.27× 10−1 1.96× 10−3 0 0 0 CH4 1 no
EU-970630L2 8.67× 10−1 1.31× 10−1 2.07× 10−3 0 0 0 CH4 2 no
MIX97_D 8.88× 10−1 1.10× 10−1 1.90× 10−3 9.00× 10−4 6.95× 10−5 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_G 8.88× 10−1 1.10× 10−1 1.87× 10−3 8.79× 10−4 6.86× 10−5 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_H 8.87× 10−1 1.10× 10−1 1.92× 10−3 9.57× 10−4 1.33× 10−4 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_K 8.64× 10−1 1.34× 10−1 1.91× 10−3 2.29× 10−4 6.82× 10−5 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_L 8.64× 10−1 1.34× 10−1 1.91× 10−3 0 6.93× 10−5 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_N 8.65× 10−1 1.32× 10−1 1.89× 10−3 2.38× 10−3 6.85× 10−5 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_S 8.64× 10−1 1.34× 10−1 1.89× 10−3 0 1.33× 10−4 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_U 8.64× 10−1 1.34× 10−1 1.90× 10−3 2.32× 10−4 1.32× 10−4 0 H2O 2 no
MIX97_Y 8.66× 10−1 1.30× 10−1 1.89× 10−3 2.22× 10−3 1.32× 10−4 0 H2O 2 no
EU-961129 8.61× 10−1 1.37× 10−1 1.59× 10−3 0 0 2.15× 10−5 H2S 2 no
EU-961123 8.62× 10−1 1.39× 10−1 0 0 0 2.17× 10−5 H2S 1, 2 no
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The H2S calibration constants ccH2S
34/4 and ccH2S

34/13 are
shown inFig. 6. For experiment EU-961129 (triangles
Fig. 6; see alsoTable 1), both methane and helium we
included in the calibration gas mixture, so calibration c
stants were derived for both reference gases. Helium
the only reference gas present in the EU-961123 cali
tion mixture, so calibration constants were derived only
the count ratio[34/4]. The two runs are in good agre
ment for ccH2S

34/4. We tested the linear correlation coefficien
(Bevington and Robinson, 1992, p. 199)for both the ccH2S

34/4
and ccH2S

34/13 datasets, finding in both cases an approxim
98% probability that the calibration constants are linea
correlated with pressure. For the ccH2S

34/13 data shown in
Fig. 6B, the largest contribution to the plotted uncertaint
comes from the uncertainty in the jovian methane mixing
tio. Since this uncertainty has a coherent systematic effe
all the datapoints, it is an indication of the uncertainty in
value of the final calibration constant rather than an ind
tion of an uncertainty in the functional form of the fit. Th
observed contrast in slope between the ccH2S

34/4 and ccH2S
34/13

calibration constants is due to the pressure dependence
counts from the reference gases helium and methane. F
Eq. (2), it follows that

(8)
ccH2S

34/4

ccH2S
34/13

∼ [4]
[13] ∼ ccCH4

13/4,

so the difference in the sign of the slopes of ccH2S
34/4 and

ccH2S
34/13 is consistent with our finding that ccCH4

13/4 is constant
with pressure.

Figure 7shows data from nine calibration experiments
water, for the[18/13] count ratio. As with the calibration
constants for H2S, we find that ccH2O

18/13 depends on pres
sure. Water mole fractions in these experiments ranged
e

Fig. 7. Pressure-varying GPMS calibration constants for water. Nine ca
ibration runs were combined to obtain the fits, with calibration mixtu
containing water mole fractions of about 7× 10−5 and 1.3× 10−4, as well
as varying abundances of ammonia and near-jovian abundances of h
gen, helium, and methane (seeTable 1).

6.8× 10−5 to 1.3× 10−4 (seeTable 1). We noticed a varia
tion in the water calibration constant as a function of the
ter mole fraction in the experimental gas mixture, so the c
bration runs shown here were chosen because they prov
closer match to the retrieved PES water mole fractions
the calibration runs with water mole fractions of 4× 10−5

and 10−3 (described inWong, 2001, but not shown here).
Measuring ammonia mixing ratios with the mass sp

trometer is very challenging due to the strong wall inter
tions between polar NH3 molecules and the vacuum pum
ing system; ammonia essentially “sticks” to the walls. F
this reason, only one of the three GPMS direct atmosph
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Fig. 8. GPMS calibration constants for ammonia. Exponentially deca
background corrections have already been subtracted from the data
periment EU-000630 (squares) was excluded from the final average but
shown here for completeness (seeSection 2.2).

measurements yields a useful result. For the DL1 exp
ment, the indirect beaming of gas into the mass spectrome
prevented ammonia measurements(Niemann et al., 1996).
Shortly before the DL2a and DL2b experiments, enrichm
cell experiments saturated the system with large amoun
ammonia (Fig. 1). Then at the beginning of DL2a and DL2
the influx of hydrogen from Jupiter’s atmosphere acted
desorb the ammonia remaining in the GPMS and produ
large ammonia background residuals that contaminate
direct atmospheric signal. These residuals decay with t
and for DL2a we are able to model the direct atmosph
and time-dependent background components, such tha

(9)[17] = [17]′ + α exp(βt),

where the constant [17] is our estimate of the direct
mospheric component. Several other functional forms w
tried, including terms in [17] that were proportional to tim
or to reference gas counts such as [13]. From all the fu
tional forms tested, we selectedEq. (9)because it is simples
and because it gives the best fit (i.e., lowest value ofχ2) to
the GPMS DL2a data. The descent simulation used in
ammonia calibration runs (Fig. 8) included an enrichmen
cell 1 and noble gas cell simulation, which flooded the
mass spectrometer with ammonia, so that the backgr
residuals for the DL2a calibration would be analogous to
DL2a flight data. Calibration data displayed inFig. 8have al-
ready been corrected for this background contribution.
parametersα andβ in Eq. (9)varied from run to run, but in
each case the background residual was larger than[17]′ for
the first two to six minutes. Note that calibration const
values seem to increase with pressure inFig. 8. The increase
can be understood as an artifact of the functional form of
background residual; since we assume a constant[17]′, and
reference gas counts [13] increase with pressure, the ca
tion constant must increase with pressure (by the defin
-

f

-

of cc in Eq. (2)). Given the magnitude of the backgrou
correction and the scatter from calibration run to calib
tion run, we chose to fit the ammonia calibration cons
as an average value. Calibration constants for experim
EU-000630 (squares inFig. 8) were considerably larger tha
for other experiments, so the data are shown but no
cluded in our preferred average calibration constant v
of ccNH3

17/13 = (1.23± 0.46) × 10−4. Inclusion of EU-000630
data would increase both the calibration constant value
uncertainty to ccNH3

17/13 = (1.58± 0.92) × 10−4, but the dou-
bling of the uncertainty provides justification for droppi
the EU-000630 data as an outlier.

2.3. GPMS mixing ratios

2.3.1. Methane mixing ratio
The methane mixing ratio at Jupiter is displayed inFig. 9.

Triangles show mixing ratios derived from[16/4], and cir-
cles show mixing ratios derived from[13/4]. Squares in
Fig. 9 show the methane mixing ratio derived from[16/4]
without performing the correction for mass interferen
from other gases. Since there was no ammonia or wate
nal in DL1 (0.5 to 3.8 bar), the mass interference correc
is significant only in DL2a. The methane mixing ratio d
rived from [16/4] is the same in DL1 and DL2a, while th
mixing ratio derived from[13/4] is 10% higher in DL1 and
20% higher in DL2a. Because higher [4] in DL2a leads
larger deadtime correction errors, and the disagreement b
tween[13/4] and[16/4] is greater in DL2a, we obtain ou
preferred methane mixing ratio using the DL1 data. T
lower mixing ratios at pressures less than about 1.25
are due to the same transient effect that in the labora
leads to the larger calibration constant values seen at
lar pressures inFig. 5, so our mixing ratio averages exclu
points at pressures less than 1.25 bar in DL1. The ave
methane mixing ratio is(2.55± 0.62)× 10−3 obtained from
[13/4] alone and(2.33±0.55)×10−3 obtained from[16/4]
alone. Our preferred value, listed inTable 2, is (2.37 ±
0.57)× 10−3 obtained from both[16/4] and[13/4] in DL1.
This methane mixing ratio is comparable to mixing rat
from independent analyses, such as(1.95± 0.22) × 10−3

from the Voyager IRIS analysis ofGautier et al. (1982)and
(2.5± 0.4) × 10−3 from ground-based spectra in the 110
1200 cm−1 range byKnacke et al. (1982). Previous analy
ses of GPMS data yielded(2.1 ± 0.4) × 10−3 in N98 and
(1.982± 0.048) × 10−3 in Wong et al. (1999). The current
result benefits from both improved calibration experime
(including the simulation of the pressure increase over ti
as well as a more comprehensive error analysis, so alth
it is not normally considered progress to enlarge uncert
ties in a result, we consider the current result a more
estimation of the possible error than the previously publis
estimates. UsingAnders and Grevesse (1989)as a referenc
for this and all other solar composition comparisons in
paper, our analysis yields a supersolar jovian methane
richment of 3.27± 0.78.
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ction.

ction.
Fig. 9. GPMS CH4 mixing ratio measurements. The mixing ratio stated inTable 2is an average of mixing ratios derived from[16/4] (triangles) and[13/4]
(circles) in DL1.

Table 2
Deep jovian mixing ratios from GPMS data

Gas Mixing ratioa Ratio to solarb Comparison toNiemann et al. (1998)c

CH4 (2.37± 0.57) × 10−3 3.27± 0.78 Value increased by 12%.
Uncertainty increased by 42%.

NH3 (6.64± 2.54) × 10−4 2.96± 1.13 Value decreased by 71%.
Measurement is no longer an upper limit due to improved background corre

H2S (8.9± 2.1) × 10−5 2.75± 0.66 Value increased by 15%.
Uncertainty increased by factor of 4.

H2O (4.9± 1.6) × 10−4 0.289± 0.096 Value decreased by 18%.
Measurement is no longer an upper limit due to improved background corre

a With respect to hydrogen (Eq. (1)).
b Using the solar composition given inAnders and Grevesse (1989).
c See text for more details.
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2.3.2. H2S mixing ratio
The H2S mixing ratio was observed to increase with pr

sure throughout DL2a (9–12 bar), reaching a higher valu
DL2b (p � 16 bar; seeFig. 10). Mixing ratios based on bot
[34/13] (squares) and[34/4] (triangles) are plotted. The ne
uncertainties in the DL2a H2S mixing ratios are compara
ble for both series. The[34/13] data suffer from a greate
uncertainty in the reference gas (methane) mixing ratio. Th
[34/4] data have a larger uncertainty due to uncertaint
the deadtime coefficient, since the uncorrected helium refe
ence gas count rate of 5× 106, compared to the [13] coun
rate of about 4× 105, puts the count ratio in a region o
greater uncertainty (seeFig. 3). Using the average of H2S
mixing ratios derived from[34/4] and[34/13], we find that
H2S in DL2a increases from(9.4± 2.2) × 10−6 at 8.68 bar
to (4.8 ± 1.1) × 10−5 at 11.50 bar. In DL2b, deadtime sa
uration of the helium count rate makes[34/4] very uncer-
tain, so we estimate the H2S mixing ratio from the first four
[34/13] points and obtain a deep mixing ratio value of(8.9±
2.1) × 10−5, or (2.75± 0.66) × solar. This estimate is con
sistent with previously stated GPMS deep H2S mixing ratios
(Atreya et al., 2003, 1999; Wong et al., 1999; Niemann et
1998), but has a larger uncertainty to reflect the more th
ough error analysis in this work. Although phosphine ma
a contribution to mass 34, the contribution is estimated to
around the 1% level(Wong, 2001)and thus is negligible in
view of the stated uncertainties. Since we use methane
reference gas and derive our deep H2S mixing ratio from
[34/13], we must assume a value for the jovian meth
mixing ratio (seeEqs. (1) and (2)). We usedwCH4 = (2.37±
0.57)×10−3 as described above, but readers preferring a
ferent jovian methane mixing ratio should multiply our H2S
mixing ratio (or the water or ammonia mixing ratios belo
by their preferred jovian methane mixing ratio and divide
2.37× 10−3 in order to make the correction.

2.3.3. Water mixing ratio
GPMS water mixing ratio is plotted inFig. 11. Given the

magnitude of the mixing ratio uncertainties, we cannot
liably determine a change in mixing ratio as a function
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m.
S

Fig. 10. GPMS H2S mixing ratio measurements. Mixing ratios derived from[34/4] (not shown) are unreliable in DL2b, due to saturation of [4] from heliu
The last DL2b mixing ratio measurement may suffer from the unanticipated high temperatures encountered by the probe at the end of its descent. The GPM
did not detect H2S in DL1.
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pressurewithin either the DL2a or DL2b intervals, althoug
we easily conclude that the DL2b mixing ratio is about
order of magnitude greaterthan the DL2a measuremen
Shaded regions inFig. 11 indicate our water mixing ratio
of (4.7± 1.5)× 10−5 at 11–11.7 bar and(4.9± 1.6)× 10−4

at 17.6–20.9 bar. Our deep measurement corresponds
abundance of 0.29± 0.10 solar. The current value is abo
45% lower than stated inWong (2001) and Wong and Ma
haffy (2001), although still within the stated uncertainty. T
pressure dependence of the water calibration constan
the major uncertainty in these previous works, and the
rent value represents the best determination that can be
with the existing water calibration data. Our current resu
also slightly lower than the N98 value of(5.6±2.5)×10−4,
although still consistent with it, since the preliminary N
result was stated as an upper limit due to the large [18] b
ground residual, which has now been modeled and remo

2.3.4. Ammonia mixing ratio
The GPMS measurement of [17] is shown inFig. 12and

is used to derive the ammonia mixing ratio. Mass inter
ence effects from methane, water, and argon (from36Ar++
at [18]) must be taken into account, as well as the tim
varying contribution from ammonia molecules desorbing
the walls of the mass spectrometer. The mass interfer
correction (the difference between the triangles and circles
Fig. 12) increased with pressure because [18] from wate
creased over the DL2a pressure range. The decaying res
component (the difference between the triangles and squ
in Fig. 12) was described inSection 2.2and is modeled
according toEq. (9). Then, using the calibration consta
shown inFig. 8, we obtain the ammonia mixing ratio u
ing the [17/13] count ratio. Since the calibration consta
and corrected [17] do not vary with pressure, while [1
increases with pressure,Eq. (1) dictates that the resultin
n

s

e

.

l
s

Fig. 11. GPMS H2O mixing ratio measurements. Due to the large unc
tainty in the water calibration constant, our best recommendation i
average mixing ratio for DL2a, and a second value for DL2b (shaded
tangles). The GPMS did not detect water in DL1.

mixing ratio must decrease with pressure. Thus, we m
emphasize that the decrease in the GPMS-derived NH3 mix-
ing ratio with pressure inFig. 13is an artifact of the analysis
and not an actual determination of a pressure variation. Ou
GPMS analysis provides only an average NH3 mixing ra-
tio of (6.64± 2.54) × 10−4 over the 8.9– 11.7 bar pressu
range of the DL2a ammonia measurements, represente
the shaded rectangle inFig. 13. This mixing ratio corre-
sponds to a solar enrichment of 2.96± 1.13.

Our NH3 mixing ratio is consistent with the analys
of the probe-to-orbiter signal attenuation byFolkner et al.
(1998)(shown as dataset 3 inFig. 13), which found a deep
ammonia mole fraction of 700± 100 ppm, corresponding t
a supersolar enrichment of 3.6 ± 0.5 (using theAnders and
Grevesse, 1989, nitrogen abundance). The complement
ammonia retrieval from Galileo Probe Net Flux Radiome
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e
Fig. 12. Counts at m/z= 17 in the DL2a region. Comparison of the triangles and circles shows the relative magnitude of the corrections for mass interferenc
and desorption of NH3 from the mass spectrometer interior wall surfaces.
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(NFR) data is shown as dataset 2 inFig. 13 (Sromovsky e
al., 1998). Our deep ammonia mixing ratio measuremen
not consistent with a solar or subsolar nitrogen abundan
Jupiter’s atmosphere. The current analysis supersedes a
ses of GPMS [17] presented in previous works(Wong, 2001;
Mahaffy et al., 1999; Niemann et al., 1998), which did not
utilize the latest calibration and background contribut
data presented here.

2.4. Determining the 15N/14N isotope ratio in NH3

The15N/14N isotopic ratio in jovian NH3 was previously
stated inOwen et al. (2001b), and has not been chang
for this publication. However,Owen et al. (2001b)did not
provide a detailed description of the technique used to de
mine the isotopic ratio, so we present a full discussion of
analysis here.

The 15N/14N ratio was established from the doub
charged15NH++

3 /14NH++
3 signals. Since the quadrupole a

alyzer separates ions by their mass to charge ratio, t
peaks appear in the mass spectrum at nominal values o
9 and 8.5 m/z, respectively. It was not possible to obta
the 15N/14N ratio in NH3 using the signal from the singl
charged species15NH+

3 and14NH+
3 at their respective m/z

values of 18 and 17, since the H2
16O contribution to [18]

could not be independently constrained. However, during
first enrichment cell experiment (EC1), the ammonia den
in the ion source of the mass spectrometer was high en
that the15NH++

3 signal at m/z = 9 rose to 30 counts IP−1.
The m/z = 8.5 signal, although not measured directly
this enrichment cell experiment, could be calculated from
the knowledge of the NH++

3 /NH+
3 ratio produced by the ion

source, to yield the15NH++
3 /14NH++

3 and the15N/14N ratios
as described below.

The NH++
3 /NH+

3 fragmentation ratio was measured d
ing the Galileo probe descent. This ratio is a general p
-

Fig. 13. GPMS NH3 mixing ratio (seeSection 2.3.4) is compared with NFR
(Sromovsky et al., 1998)and probe radio signal(Folkner et al., 1998)re-
trievals. The decrease in individual GPMS NH3 mixing ratio datapoints
with increasing pressure is an artifact of the functional form of the ba
ground correction (Eq. (9)), so the best GPMS result is an average value
DL2a (shaded rectangle).

erty of the ammonia molecule when bombarded by 75
electrons, but it also is affected by individual instrume
transmission and detection efficiencies. Generally only th
nominal unit mass values for peaks in the 1–150 m/z range
were sampled in order to obtain descent profiles for as m
species as possible subject to the constraint of the 0.5-se
tector integration period. However, when the probe reache
17.1 bar a high-resolution mass scan sequence was init
that sampled at 1/8 m/z intervals (Fig. 14). The spectrum
was obtained during the Galileo probe descent between
sures of 17.1 and 17.6 bar and shows several doubly cha
species in the 6–10 m/z range in addition to numerous sing
charged atoms and molecules.This high-resolution scan a
lowed the NH++

3 /NH+
3 ratio to be derived from the portio

of [17] due to ammonia and the measurement of [8.5].
NH++/NH+ ratio obtained from the descent data is in agr
3 3
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ation
Fig. 14. A 1/8 m/z resolution mass scan obtained near 17 bar in Jupiter’s atmosphere features doubly charged species produced by electron impact ioniz
in the mass spectrometer. This scan gives a value of[17/8.5] due to NH+

3 /NH++
3 of about 1000, which is used to determine the15N/14N isotopic ratio as

described inSection 2.4.
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ment with the ratio obtained in subsequent studies using
EU. Calibration data from both pre-launch FU studies
post encounter EU calibration studies also allowed the f
mentation patterns of water, ammonia, argon and metha
to be obtained so that the methane and water contribu
could be removed from [17] (seeFig. 4). The Ar++/Ar+ ra-
tio is needed to remove the36Ar++ contribution from the
observed [18], based on the [36] signal dominated by36Ar+.
Calibration runs on the EU furthermore allowed us to es
lish that the relative contributions of water or methane
both [8.5] and [9.0] are totally negligible, and that15NH++

3
and 14NH++

3 indeed dominate the contribution to the s
nal at these mass values. EU studies also confirm tha
[9]/[8.5] ratio from NH++

3 gives an accurate measurem
of (terrestrial)15N/14N.

Despite its usefulness in determining the NH++
3 /NH+

3
ratio, the single [8.5] data point, together with the [9
data point taken several integration periods later du
this high resolution scan, cannot accurately establish th
15NH3/14NH3 ratio, due to the very large statistical cou
rate uncertainty associatedwith the measured value o
[9.0] = 5 counts IP−1. However, the three measurements
[9.0] in EC1 are sufficiently high to reduce statistical cou
ing errors and allow us to calculate the15N/14N ratio in NH3.
Measured or calculated count values in the enrichment
experiment and the resulting[9]/[8.5] ratio are shown in
Fig. 15. Since [9] is still low and there are only three da
points, the errors are dominated by the statistical count
certainty. The data shown inFig. 15 lead to our result o
15N/14N = (2.3± 0.3) × 10−3.

3. Discussion

Knowledge of Jupiter’s condensible volatiles addres
two key problems—the formation of Jupiter, and the m
Fig. 15. Enrichment Cell 1 (seeFig. 1) measurements of [17] and [9] a
shown as a function of sequence step number (top panel). The measur
of [17/8.5] from Fig. 14 is used to estimate [8.5] based on measured
in EC1, and the resulting[9/8.5] (bottom panel) yields the15N/14N result
of (2.3± 0.3) × 10−3.

teorology of its troposphere. The jovian nitrogen isoto
ratio may provide the best current estimate of the proto
lar 15N/14N ratio, although a more precise direct measu
ment from the solar wind may be realized with the ret
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of the Genesis samples(Burnett et al., 2003). This ratio is
important for studies of loss mechanisms of planetary
mospheres. Deep, well-mixed condensible volatile mix
ratios are also used to constrain models of planetary
mation, and the GPMS data provides the only measurem
of the deep H2S mixing ratio. Our methane and ammon
mixing ratios confirm the supersolar values obtained fr
remote sensing studies, but the water measurement doe
establish the deep water mixing ratio due to local meteo
ogy. The observed variation of condensible volatile mix
ratios with depth was largely unexpected, and explaining
staggered recovery levels—the depths at which the con
sible volatiles reach their well-mixed abundances and s
sequently maintain constant mixing ratios with increas
pressure—is an important criterion for models ranging
scope from 5-µm hotspots to the north equatorial belt,
possibly to the entire jovian troposphere.

3.1. Composition

The 15N/14N ratio in jovian NH3 of (2.3 ± 0.3) × 10−3

given by the analysis ofSection 2.4has been discusse
(Owen et al., 2001a, 2001b). Since this result is consiste
with the recent ISO Jupiter measurement of 1.9+0.9

−1.0 × 10−3

(Fouchet et al., 2000)there is no longer reason to belie
that the terrestrial value of 3.66× 10−3 should be accepte
as the protosolar value. This determination has received
ther confirmation from analyses of infrared spectra of Jup
obtained by the CIRS instrument during the Cassini fly
of Jupiter in December 2000;Abbas et al. (2004)found
15N/14N = (2.23±0.31)×10−3 while Fouchet et al. (2004
derived a value of(2.2 ± 0.5) × 10−3 for this ratio. The
GPMS measurement, based on gas sampled near 2 b
a deeper result than remote sensing measurements, and
therefore unaffected by the possibility that nitrogen mi
be fractionated during cloud condensation(Fouchet et al.,
2000). Although it is difficult to measure this ratio precise
in the solar wind itself(Kallenbach et al., 1998)or to isolate
the solar wind component of nitrogen from measureme
on returned lunar grains(Kerridge and Marti, 2001), recent
detailed studies of near surface regions of individual lu
grains(Hashizume et al., 2000)are consistent with the jov
ian results. Although further direct solar wind measureme
and the Genesis samples will be of value to resolve the
crepancy between the difficult lunar grain experiments,
suggest that it is likely that the protosolar15N/14N ratio is
considerably lower than that of any of the terrestrial plan
and that the jovian atmosphere retains an accurate sign
of the protosolar value.

The abundances of the volatile elements carbon, oxy
nitrogen, and sulfur provide valuable insight into both
formation of the planet as well as into conditions of the ea
solar nebula. The core accretion model of gas giant for
tion (e.g.,Perri and Cameron, 1974; Mizuno et al., 197
Podolak et al., 1993), in which planetesimals accrete onto
dense protoplanetary core until the core gains enough m
t

t

-

is

e

,

s

to capture gas directly from the protosolar nebula, is s
ported by the supersolar enrichments of volatile elem
indicated byTable 2, since both outgassing from the core a
accretion of additional planetesimals into the gaseous e
lope would act to enrich the planet in condensed volatiles
particular, the nearly solar C/S ratio on Jupiter has led to
suggestion(Owen et al., 1997; Anders and Grevesse, 19
that the accreted planetesimals were icy rather than rocky
However, the nearly solar C/N ratio is more difficult to ju
tify, because we know of no solidplanetesimals with this ra
tio. The GPMS NH3 mixing ratio measurement provides
important independent confirmation of the nearly solar C
ratio in Jupiter derived from analysis of radio data, help
to allay concerns(de Pater et al., 2001; Folkner et al., 199
Atreya et al., 1999)that other gaseous microwave absorb
in Jupiter’s atmosphere could lead to overestimation of
ammonia fraction as derived from attenuation of the prob
radio signal.

At Jupiter’s distance from the Sun in the protosolar n
ula, the primary reservoir of nitrogen should have be
gaseous N2. Then according to the core accretion mod
Jupiter’s nitrogen should have been largely obtained thro
direct gas accretion, resulting in a more nearly solar N/H
tio and a supersolar C/N ratio, if the accreted planetesim
were depleted in nitrogen as is apparently the case for s
comets(Cochran et al., 2000). Jupiter’s high nitrogen abun
dance in the framework of this model implies that signific
nitrogen was present in the solid phase, i.e., trapped in
ter ice. It has been suggested that one way to realize
is by formation of the icy planetesimals accreted by pro
Jupiter at very low temperatures (T < 40 K), since only at
these temperatures can N2 be trapped in water ice(Bar-Nun
et al., 1988; Gautier et al., 2001). The scenario ofOwen et
al. (1999)maintains consistency with the observed solar C
ratio by suggesting that Jupiter could have been enric
by cold icy planetesimals brought in from the Kuiper be
or even from the collapsing interstellar cloud that form
the solar nebula. Another suggestion is that Jupiter be
its formation after the solar nebula had cooled down
low 40 K at 5 AU(Gautier et al., 2001). On the other hand
the recent discovery(Sigurdsson et al., 2003)of an ancient
Jupiter-sized planetary companion to the pulsar B1620
in its low metallicity globular cluster may provide an e
ample of planetary formation by mechanisms other than
core instability model, since systems formed in low me
licity environments are not expected to have had suffic
condensed material to form a large enough core and tri
runaway gas accretion.

3.2. Meteorology

The PES was the one location on Jupiter where mix
ratio profiles of all three condensible volatiles were c
strained (down to pressures of about 20 bar). Althoug
is disappointing that the deep, well-mixed water mixing
tio was not observed, the pressure-variation of the con
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sible volatiles (as tracers of atmospheric motion) provi
valuable insights into the weather in Jupiter’s troposph
Our findings are consistent with the idea that proce
other than condensation act in Jupiter’s atmosphere to
duce concentrations of the condensible volatiles, an
that has been suggested to explain dryness in the p
entry site (Atreya et al., 1996, 1997; Owen et al., 1997
Showman and Ingersoll, 1998; Baker and Schubert, 1
Friedson and Orton, 1999; Showman and Dowling, 20).
Even outside the PES, remote sensing has revealed su
tially subsaturated mixing ratios of ammonia from spectr
centimeter wavelengths, in both global and zonally avera
(e.g.,de Pater and Dickel, 1986) and latitudinally resolved
(Sault et al., 2004)measurements. Low water mixing rati
have also been derived from infrared data (e.g.,Bjoraker et
al., 1986). Depletion of water is supported by the failure
detect the water cloud base in NIMS observations(Roos-
Serote et al., 2004), but other cloud studies contradict t
picture of Jupiter as a dry planet: there is fairly even clo
coverage near 750 mbar (presumably from ammonia
Banfield et al., 1998) and near 2 bar (presumably NH4SH;
e.g.,Roos-Serote et al., 1999; Nixon et al., 2001).

Ammonia is the best-studied of Jupiter’s condens
volatiles, because of its wealth of spectral features in m
wavelength regions as well as its low condensation tem
ature. Analysis of Jupiter’s microwave emission(de Pater
et al., 2001)indicates widespread ammonia depletion, with
ammonia mixing ratios decreasing with altitude atp < 4 bar,
and with about 0.5 × solar ammonia atp � 2 bar. Since
the lifting condensation level for 3× solar ammonia is nea
1 bar, these ammonia results imply depletion of ammo
through a process other than (or in addition to) the c
densation of ammonia ice. The microwave data were
gitudinally averaged, butSault et al. (2004)were able to
remove the rotational smearing and retrieve longitudin
resolved maps of Jupiter’s thermal microwave emissio
2 cm. Although they found variation in both latitude and
longitude, both warm and cold areas showed the deep d
tion of ammonia gas. But in Galileo SSI near-infrared d
the uppermost cloud layer is observed to have a largely
stant cloud base on a planet-wide scale, at 750± 250 mbar
(Banfield et al., 1998). Since the retrieved pressures inde
correspond to cloud bases instead of cloud tops, they ca
compared to cloud base pressures calculated by the eq
rium cloud condensation model: 750 mbar for a 2× solar
enrichment and 1 bar for 3× solar enrichment of ammoni
Thus, cloud base retrievals are consistent with the deep
monia enrichments of 2.96± 1.13× solar from GPMS data
(Section 2.3.4), and nearly consistent with the 3.6 × solar
based on attenuation of the probe-to-orbiter signal(Folkner
et al., 1998). This finding is puzzling because the lifting co
densation level for 0.5× solar ammonia is around 600 mb
a somewhat lower pressure than derived byBanfield et al.
(1998)for the average cloud base. Even so, the lifting c
densation level for the depleted ammonia gas profile der
e

n-

-

e
-

-

from radio observations is within the limits stated inBanfield
et al. (1998).

The elusive sulfur-containing cloud layer has not b
directly observed, but indirect evidence for its existe
abounds. Perhaps the strongest indication of the NH4SH
cloud is the lack of signatures of H2S in disk-averaged spe
tra of Jupiter in the near-IR(Larson et al., 1984). Presum-
ing that the GPMS measurement of around three times
lar H2S at pressures greater than 16 bar in the PES g
the deep abundance of H2S, the lack of H2S seen planet
wide at higher altitudes indicates a loss process for2S
on a global scale, and condensation of a nitrogen-su
compound such as NH4SH is the most obvious mechanis
(Lewis, 1969; Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973; Atreya an
Romani, 1985). The direct condensation of H2S is ruled out
because temperatures are only low enough for H2S con-
densation near the tropopause, and H2S clouds at that leve
would be clearly visible. Radiative models used to cal
late 5-µm emission from Jupiter also rely on the prese
of a cloud at about 2 bar (e.g.,Roos-Serote et al., 199
Nixon et al., 2001). Although most of the 5-µm emissio
originates at pressures of 1 to 5 bar (depending on w
length; see, e.g.,Nixon et al., 2001), the major source o
opacity at this wavelength is the 2-bar cloud. Reduced c
opacity results in 5-µm brightening, as is seen in hot s
such as the one that encompassed the PES. Since the G
measurement of the H2S mixing ratio profile in the peculia
PES is the only measurement of H2S in Jupiter, it is unknown
whether there is a problematic discrepancy between2S
mixing ratio and the 2-bar cloud level, as there seems t
with the NH3 mixing ratio and the ammonia cloud. In fac
Romani et al. (2000) and de Pater et al. (2001)suggested tha
the sulfur-containing 2-bar cloud layer might have a gre
efficiency at removing gaseous ammonia from Jupiter’s
mosphere than previously thought, thereby explaining
widespread depletion of NH3 gas deeper than its conde
sation level.

Retrievals of water mixing ratio from 5-µm Voyager IR
and Kuiper Airborne Observatory observations(Bjoraker
et al., 1986; Drossart and Encrenaz, 1982; Lellouch et
1989)are consistent with subsaturated water at the pres
levels predicted to hold the water cloud. However, these
servations suffer from low spatial resolution and are stron
weighted towards regions that are bright at 5 µm. This
makes it difficult to make inferences about Jupiter’s ove
water vapor distribution, but at the very least the obse
tions suggest that the depletion of water seen in the p
entry site is not unique. However, there is a crucial d
tinction between the pressure levels of remote-sensing
GPMS water mixing ratio determinations: 5-µm obser
tions are sensitive to pressures of about 5 bar or less
still within the expected pressure levels of the water cloud
whereas the GPMS returned water mixing ratios betw
11 and 21 bar (much deeper than the expected cloud b
Thus, the GPMS measurement indicates a severe dep
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of water to much greater depths than the depletion pr
ously noted in 5-µm data.

For an adiabatically uplifted parcel of air containi
H2O in solar abundance, a cloud would form at appro
mately the 5-bar level(Weidenschilling and Lewis, 1973;
Atreya et al., 1999). Roos-Serote et al. (2004)modeled 5-
µm NIMS spectra of Jupiter, finding (1) subsaturated wa
in all spectra analyzed, and (2) no significant cloud opacity
at pressures between 2.5 bar and 5 bar. Although they c
satisfactorily match the NIMS spectra with models hav
no water cloud opacity at all, their favored spectral m
els had cloud tops deeper than 5 bar, and therefore c
bases even deeper than this. A water condensation lev
p > 5 bar requires supersolar water.Ingersoll and Kanamor
(1995) modeled atmospheric waves from SL9 impacts
gravity waves trapped between the tropopause and a de
stable layer. This stable layer was assumed to be the
of the water cloud, and the calculated depth of 12 bar co
sponds to an approximate supersolar enrichment of wate
a factor of 10, although no other observation has been
to support such an extreme enrichment.

Water clouds have been observed at isolated site
Jupiter by Galileo SSI measurements(Gierasch et al., 2000
Simon-Miller et al., 2000), but these features have be
recognized as convective thunderstorm cloud tops. With
identifying the cloud base, water cloud observations can
constrain the deep water abundances.Dyudina et al. (2002
analyzed the optical power of lightning detected in the Hα
line in Galileo SSI images finding that the lower power o
served is consistent with lightning generated atp > 5 bar.
Lightning production at such great depths implies a su
solar water abundance. Although observations of water
at the visible cloud tops(Gierasch et al., 2000)and light-
ning on Jupiter(Smith et al., 1979; Borucki et al., 198
Little et al., 1999; Dyudina et al., 2002)indicate the presenc
of convective water clouds, the observations are consis
with relatively rare, localized convective events. Obser
lightning events are limited to regions of the planet with
clonic shear, and near the centers of westward jets(Little et
al., 1999).

Two mechanisms have been suggested to explain
deep depletion of condensible volatiles in the probe
try site: the entraining downdraft hypothesis(Atreya et al.,
1996; Showman and Ingersoll, 1998; Wong et al., 19
Hueso et al., 1999)and the column stretching hypothes
(Showman and Ingersoll, 1998; Friedson and Orton, 19
Showman and Dowling, 2000). For both scenarios, the in
tial state of the atmosphere must have condensible vol
mixing ratios that increase with depth, although there
no requirement that the condensible volatile profiles ma
those in the equilibrium cloudcondensation model (ECCM
in which condensible volatiles are well mixed at depth, w
condensation-limited mixing ratios above the cloud ba
Column stretching explains condensible volatile depletio
terms of Rossby wave models such as those ofShowman and
Dowling (2000) and Friedson and Orton (1999)(schematic
t

r
e

t

diagram also reproducedBaines et al., 2002). In this sce-
nario the atmospheric column is stretched vertically, so
levels with low condensible volatile mixing ratios are shift
down to higher pressures. In the entraining downdraft mo
a parcel at the top of the atmosphere, dried of its conde
ble volatiles, moves downwards and entrains (laterally m
with) surrounding air during its descent. The entrainm
of surrounding air is responsible for the gradual increas
condensible volatile mixing ratios with pressure. The dow
draft model ofHueso et al. (1999)was unable to matc
the PES condensible volatile profiles because they use
vironmental mixing ratio profiles based on the equilibriu
cloud condensation model.Wong (2001)found that no en-
training downdraft model could duplicate PES condens
volatile profiles if the surrounding atmosphere from whic
air is entrained is as described by the equilibrium cloud c
densation model. Entraining downdraft model runs that w
able to match the mixing ratio profile of a single conden
ble volatile (e.g., NH3) were unable to simultaneously mat
the profiles of the other two condensible volatiles (e.g., H2S
and H2O). This finding is independent of the vertical coo
dinate used (altitude, pressure, or potential temperature
depends only on the ratios of condensible volatiles to e
other at a given altitude. Qualitatively, it was found tha
a deep depletion down to a well-mixed equilibration le
was produced in one condensible volatile profile, then
three condensible volatiles would have approximately
same equilibration level, since the entrainment rate was
dominant factor in shaping the mixing ratio profiles in t
downdraft.

If column stretching is used to explain the PES cond
sible volatile profiles, then a quantitative look at the m
ing ratios of the three condensible volatiles shows that th
original pre-stretched column did not feature condensat
limited (ECCM-type) condensible volatile profiles. The re
tive concentrations of the three condensible volatiles at e
level in the pre-stretched column would be preserved
stretching, and the PES condensible volatile profiles fea
relative mixing ratios that never occur in an ECCM colum
For instance, the condensation-limited H2S mole fraction
at the ammonia cloud base should be 1.3 × 10−12. After
stretching the ammonia cloud base level down to the
monia equilibration level of 8 bar in the PES, H2S should
remain on the order of 10−12. However, extrapolation of th
H2S mixing ratio in that pressure region in the PES le
to values between 10−6 and 10−5, with the closest GPMS
measurement being(8.4 ± 3.6) × 10−6 at 8.68 bar, abou
a million times greater than mole fractions that would
expected for stretching of an ECCM column. Although
ECCM is a simple one-dimensional model, its basic therm
dynamic conclusion is compelling: at the temperature wh
NH3 ice condenses, the H2S mole fraction is condensation
limited (by equilibrium with condensed NH4SH) such that
nH2S/nNH3 ≈ 2 × 10−9. The PES value ofnH2S/nNH3 ≈
2 × 10−3 therefore implies that the ammonia equilibrati
level sensed by the Galileo probe is not a column-stretc
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relic of the ammonia cloud base, since such high abunda
of H2S could not exist at the ammonia cloud base. Likew
the water mixing ratio is one to two orders of magnitude
large at the H2S equilibration level. Thus, if column stretc
ing has occurred in the PES, then the original column m
have had reduced ammonia and reduced H2S at the respec
tive equilibrium condensation levels predicted by the d
mixing ratios of these gases.

But Jupiter’s condensible volatiles may be more th
passive tracers of atmospheric motion—they may actu
help govern the motion.Platten and Legros (1984)note that
“any system, in which the fluid density depends on t
variables that diffuse at different rates, may exhibit une
pected convection.” The jovian atmosphere is just suc
system: its internal heat flux is the destabilizing force driv
convection, while the decrease with altitude of condens
volatile abundances (with water being the most influen
provides a stabilizing molecular weight gradient. In the j
ian two-dimensional fluid dynamical model ofNakajima et
al. (2000), the stable layer created at the water lifting c
densation level (LCL) established a compositional and
namic boundary. Below their water LCL of 5 bar, vigoro
convection occurred and the water mixing ratio was homo
neous, featuring regularly distributed deep convective c
that did not extend above the stable layer.Guillot (1995)also
claimed that for water abundances of more than 4.6× solar,
molecular weight stratification on Jupiter would be so str
as to generally inhibit convection. The situation is qual
tively similar to double diffusive systems like the experim
of Turner (1968), in which heat is applied to the bottom of
tank of water with a stable salinity gradient: a fluid parcel
periencing a small vertical displacement oscillates vertic
due to the restoring buoyancy force imposed by the c
positional gradient, leading to the growth of a well-mix
convective layer with a stable top boundary characterize
a step in solute density. According toGuillot (1995) and
Stevenson (1979), the small value of the relevant Pran
number on Jupiter (the ratio of the kinematic viscosity
the radiative diffusivity) is too low for diffusive layer bound
aries to persist, so that layered convection would not oc
Furthermore,Guillot (1995)concluded that the oscillation
involved in diffusive convective motion “should dry out th
atmosphere substantially below the saturation level,” a
gestion that may explain the stable layer at 12 bar infe
by Ingersoll and Kanamori (1995).

Jupiter does experience free convection at discrete
cations, based on the detection of convective storm clo
(Gierasch et al., 2000)and lightning(Little et al., 1999).
In these convective areas condensible volatile mixing ra
should be as predicted by equilibrium cloud condensation
models. On the other hand, we have used the vertical mi
ratio profiles of the condensible volatiles to show that in b
the PES and the regions around it, mechanisms other
condensation influence the concentrations of these g
Molecular stratification and double diffusive effects, as s
gested byGuillot (1995), may be significant. Numerous in
s

.

frared and radio remote sensing studies are also cons
with ammonia and water vertical profiles being deple
over a substantial portion of the planet, with respect to
simple equilibrium cloud condensation model. Our und
standing of the nature of convection on Jupiter could b
be enhanced by increasing the data available on the ve
gradients of temperature and condensible volatiles at mult
ple positions on the planet.
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